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May 12, 2014
"Future of evangelization is here, and it's on the Internet, priest says"

April 22, 2014
"New media in evangelization topic of workshop"

January 31, 2014
“Cardinal Foley Lecture series begins with analysis of Pope Francis’ social communications”

January 31, 2014
"Hundreds attend Cardinal Foley lecture at seminary"

January 31, 2014
"Saint Charles hosts inaugural Foley Lecture"

January 15, 2014
"Lecture series to honor the late Cardinal Foley"

January 9, 2014
"Cardinal Foley Lecture speaker examines pope's communication style"

October 17, 2013
"St. Charles Seminary Names Chair Honoring Cardinal John Foley"

October 13, 2013 -- heard on latest news
"Church to honor local cardinal who served two popes in the Vatican"

October 3, 2013 - media advisory
"New seminary position to advance theological education in social media"